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In this session entitled, “View from the Kaleidoscope: Conceptualizing antiracist 
priorities for engineering as a collective across vantages,” we will reflect on the 
formative meeting of an advisory board of a center for racial equity circa Summer 
2023. The beauty of this meeting is the plethora of perspectives represented on the 
advisory board, thus, the kaleidoscope, to understand the emergent insights. These 
insights have also informed development of themes of urgency, which have served to 
guide the center’s national agenda. This will be an interactive and engaging session 
and we hope to provide information that other can leverage in synergistic efforts.
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View from the Kaleidoscope: 
Conceptualizing antiracist priorities for 

engineering as a collective across vantages



Here, we’ll open with an interactive activity. This will be an opportunity to help the 
audience become familiar with the types of activities adopted by the center to 
instigate thought, dialogue, reflection and vision forward. This activity and the 
resulting conversation will not last more than 5 minutes of the session.
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Which of these photos 
most closely represents 
the experience of Black 
engineering  students? 
Respond at poll below.  

PollEv.com/rarejustice



Let’s briefly describe the session overview. This session will take an interactive 
approach to engage the audience in thinking about the function of a center for racial 
equity in an engineering context. Across the session, we will introduce the new Racial 
Equity Center to the CoNECD community by situating its mission and vision. We will 
then introduce the kaleidoscope team, the advisory board and center personnel, that 
were in attendance and participated in this meeting. We’ll share the intentional 
meeting structure that was leveraged to generate the meeting outcomes. We’ll end 
the meeting by sharing the themes of urgency as identified by the group as well as 
the center’s national agenda for impact designed to address the themes.

*To address the last set of reviewer comments: There will pre-planned questions 
for the attendees and a few opportunities for real-time interaction through 
discussion (about ~10 minutes / 25% of the total presentation time). We 
are hopeful that there will be individuals interested in being affiliated with 
the center and encourage the sharing of feedback, ideas, and strategies 
broadly to create community and support those advancing racial equity 
work, and especially, from an organizational perspective. 
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Session Plan
§ Role call & kickoff activity

§ Overview of new Racial Equity Center
§ Description of intentional meeting structure and activities 

to work towards outcomes

§ Sharing of meeting outcomes
§ Themes of urgency
§ Center’s national agenda for impact



We will discuss the vision of the center and why this vision is paramount in the space 
of engineering.
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Vision
The Racial Equity Center 

envisions an equitable and just 
future for all who dream of a 
career in engineering and 

even those who don’t.



We will discuss how the mission is driving us and the actionable agenda that we plan 
to implement to build bridges for justice in the engineering ecosystem.
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Mission
The Racial Equity Center cultivates 
and models a radically just 
engineering future through an 
antiracist orientation applied 
across the academia’s four pillars: 
scholarship & metrics, 
dissemination, workforce 
development, and outreach.



Here we will discuss the pillars of disruption which will serve as the realms in which 
the activities of the center fall under. These will later be described as realms of 
engagement where the center has structured its activities to fall into one (or more) of 
these realms. 
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Pillars for disruption
Represent aspects of the 
current engineering ecosystem 
that Racial Equity Center works 
to disrupt

Dissemination

Outreach & Community 
Engagement

Workforce 
Development

Scholarship & Metrics



This is critical to the center because we will highlight how in each of these realms 
there has been a way of doing that sustains the status quo and we will make explicit 
the ways that the center is working to disrupt it.
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This pillar focuses on amplifying and making more broadly visible the 
lived experiences of minoritized individuals in engineering.  Activities 
within this pillar include the identification, creation, and evaluation of 
new modes of communicating scholarship that will reach a wider 
audience and will be valued comparably to current, traditional 
modes of scholarly dissemination.  The modalities will be focused 
explicitly on racism at the structural level and designed to hold 
accountable those with the power to create change. 

Dissemination

This pillar provides equitable exposure to engineering for people 
across their lifespan (i.e., not limited to K – 12).  It also includes the 
application of socially-embedded engineering through the 
identification and design of engineered solutions that advance a 
particular community’s needs. 

Outreach & 
Community 
Engagement This pillar creates opportunities to advance equity-driven knowledge, 

skillsets, professional development, network building, and/or cultural 
communities in ways that promote agency for all individuals within 
engineering pathways. This pillar also includes creating pathways for 
re-education (e.g., engineering certifications) and the explicit inclusion 
and leveraging of novel talent pools (e.g., community college students 
and justice-impacted individuals) within engineering. 

Workforce 
Development

This pillar seeks to: 1) redefine what “counts” as scholarship; 2) re-
envision current metrics of scholarship that perpetuate structural 
racism in higher education, and engineering, specifically; and 3) 
generate scholarship that addresses the sociotechnical 
implications of structural racism.

Scholarship & 
Metrics



These are the values of the center. We will discuss each of these pairs and the 
importance that being intentional to lead with these values at all times in and across 
the activities of the center is critically important to having the impact we wish to 
have.
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Values



In the next few slides, we will introduce the activities that were administered in the 
meeting to lead to accomplishment of the goals. It is critical to note here that we will 
NOT conduct these activities in the CoNECD session, but rather introduce the 
activities that were implemented in the advisory board meeting that led to the 
identification of the themes of urgency. The next 7 slides are descriptive only and 
should not be considered as being attempted to complete in the time of the CoNECD 
session.
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Description:
An intentional meeting structure with 
activities leading to the outcomes desired



Here we’ll describe the objectives of the advisory board meeting from the summer 
and introduce the activities that were done to promote ideation.
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Goals from the advisory board meeting 
(Summer 2023)
1. Refine center priorities and initial activities

§Sunrise and sunset cards
§Five whys getting to the root cause
§ Identification of themes of urgency

2. Contribute ideas to a sustainability plan that position 
the center to thrive (financially) independently by the 
end of year five
§ Ideating activities mapped to the pillars of disruption



The sunrise cards were generated individually to represent ideas that people thought 
were things NEEDED in the engineering ecosystem. The sunset cards were generated 
to represent ideas that people thought needed to be mitigated, ceased and/or 
disrupted in engineering all through the lens of equity.
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1. Generate sunrise and sunset ideas

Sunrise team members: 
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX

Sunrise team members: 
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX
- XX

We’ll spend about 15 
minutes being generative.  

Each person generates at 
least one idea.  

Each team needs to 
generate at least 8 unique 

ideas

No judgement of ideas  

Stick your ideas to your 
group’s poster

Faculty tenureJournals that support racial 
equity publications



The root cause activity promoted people to ask critical questions until we arrived at 
the root cause underpinning that manifestation. We then gathered and synthesized 
all of the root causes through a round of pattern coding to identify the list of themes 
across the root causes. Those resulted in the themes of urgency identified.
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2. Getting to the root causes

Sunrise pairs:
• XX & XX
• XX & XX
• XX & XX
• XX & XX

Sunset pairs/triad:
• XX & XX
• XX & XX
• XX & XX
• XX & XX

1. In your assigned pairs/triad, gather all  the 
sunrise/sunset cards that were generated across 
all two or three of you.  

2. Each of you get one Root Cause card for each of 
the sunrise/sunset cards your group has.

3. For each Root Cause card, 
• Each team member write on their card the 

sunset / sunrise idea it references
• Person 1 asks Person 2 the five whys (e.g., 

“Why do we need to end faculty tenure?”  
“Why…”).  Stop after five “whys” or when 
there is no new information.  Record 
response to each “why” and “root cause” on 
card.

• Switch roles so that each team member gives 
their five whys for each sunrise / sunset idea 
(including for ideas they did not generate)



These are the themes of urgency found after synthesis of the root causes. Each has 
several sub-items that are more specific ideas underneath each theme.

3. Identification of themes of urgency

Theme 1. Pathways to reparative and restorative justice
Theme 2. Shifting the learning paradigm
Theme 3. Dismantling or removing things that may 
    currently serve as barriers
Theme 4. Policy that integrates the realities of the 
    minoritized
Theme 5. Envisioning anew and Ideating equitable 
    models for engineering education
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4. Ideation session activities mapped        
to the pillars of disruption

ROOT CAUSE

DISSEMINATION related idea / 

initiative to address root cause
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SCHOLARSHIP & METRICS 
related idea / initiative to 
address root cause

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT related 

idea / initiative to address root cause



We will discuss the major themes and introduce the sub-items within each. We will 
also introduce an activity that has and/or will be implemented by the center to 
support the sub-item. However, for the sake of anonymizing the work, those are not 
being entered at this time.

Theme 1. Pathways to reparative 
and restorative justice

1) Building empathy in engineers; 
2) Making the invisible (labor, time, harm, etc.) of Black engineers and 

engineering scholars visible.



We will discuss the major themes and introduce the sub-items within each. We will 
also introduce an activity that has and/or will be implemented by the center to 
support the sub-item. However, for the sake of anonymizing the work, those are not 
being entered at this time.

Theme 2. Shifting the 
engineering learning paradigm

1) Broadening influence on what engineers learn, do, and recognize as 
engineering problems; 

2) Engagement as a pathway across the lifespan of an engineer; 



We will discuss the major themes and introduce the sub-items within each. We will 
also introduce an activity that has and/or will be implemented by the center to 
support the sub-item. However, for the sake of anonymizing the work, those are not 
being entered at this time.

Theme 3. Dismantling or 
removing what may currently 
serve as barriers

1) Decolonizing engineering values; 
2) Recognizing the harm of technological innovation;
3) Changing the conversation (messaging) about engineering...again; 
4) Removing money as an impediment to engineering graduate studies; 
5) Valuing reproducibility as a key component of equity-driven innovations;



We will discuss the major themes and introduce the sub-items within each. We will 
also introduce an activity that has and/or will be implemented by the center to 
support the sub-item. However, for the sake of anonymizing the work, those are not 
being entered at this time.

Theme 4. Policies that integrate 
the experience of the 
minoritized

1) Increasing equity, transparency, and accountability in academic / university 
policies;

2) Removing the perceived threat of equity; 
3) Requiring equity as standard and required learning for everyone within the 

engineering ecosystem; and
4) Valuing reproducibility as a key component of equity-driven innovations



We will discuss the major themes and introduce the sub-items within each. We will 
also introduce an activity that has and/or will be implemented by the center to 
support the sub-item.

Theme 5. Envisioning anew and 
ideating equitable models for 
engineering education

1) Rethinking assessment; 
2) Removing money as an impediment to engineering graduate studies; 
3) Normalizing wellness as a fundamental right for engineering scholars.


